
 

(Kensington) Streetplay 
A theatrical walking play 

 
Created and performed by Kensington-area residents: Ashley Flynn, Tom Franks, Paul Gorman, Joe Morris, Dennis 

Payne, Darlene Ramage, Eddie Ramage, Marilyn Rodriguez,  Kat Wylde, and The Renegade Company  
Directed by Mike Durkin 

 
Production Team 

Dani Bryant, Lead Facilitator 
JD Frost, Facilitator 

Kelly Maguire, Assistant Stage Manager 
Eric Preisendanz, Production and Artistic Consultant 

Logan Schulman, Dramaturg/Facilitator 
Ashlyn Tetreault, Stage Manager 

Jes Vasquez, Props Designer/Facilitator 
Adam Vidiksis, Sound 

 
“When you see me, you see one version of me; I’m so much more”. 

 



STREETPLAY COLLABORATORS 
These were creators, collaborators, performers, and writers on the project at the Kensington Storefront 
 
Deron Alcinea * Erik McNeil * William Chapin * Danielle McGinty * Monserrate * Dennis Payne * Brian 
Rodriguez * Jamie McLinden * Juan G. Feliciano * Alexandria Cuento * Darlene and Eddie Ramage * Kat 
Wylde * Mike Durkin * Logan Schulman * Jes Vasquez * Dani Bryant * Terrell Green * Eric Preisendanz* 
Arthur Francis * Dan Moore * Matthew Davis * Carlos Mercado * Noelia Morales * Molly * William 
Santiago * Michael Hoffmuller * Joe Brown * Jimmy Hagan * Hector Quinones * Scott Isser * Denise 
Aubry * John Roberts * Anthony Hinton * Kenan “Kenny” Nameli * Jamie Harbaugh * Anthony Malkoski * 
Dave Stap * Rashed Murray * Mariah Murray * Luiz Rosa * Evaristo Figueroa * Mark Gomez *Joshua 
Kline * Shane McGill * Michelle Hammonds* Mariah Gray * Omar * Abraham Rivera * Matthew Davis * 
Howard A. Lyon (Jr.) * Krystal Diaz * Jackie A. * Tom Franks *Joe Morris* Marilyn Rodriguez *John Paul 
(dec) * Ashley Flynn * Dolores *Paul Gorman *those that wish to be anonymous *and many others Lead 
Artist Mike spoke with walking along Kensington Avenue *  

 
PRODUCTION NOTE 
by Mike Durkin, Lead Artist 
 

Through the project, starting in October 2017, we have been a presence in the Kensington 
community at the Kensington Storefront on Somerset/Kensington Ave.  We have held Open Rehearsals 
and Playwriting Sessions where in addition to conducting rehearsals, and workshops, we were there to 
meet with residents who might be looking for a place of refuge and for someone to listen to their story. 
We have worked with over 250 residents of Kensington passing in and out of the Storefront.  Through 
these conversations, improvisations, scenes, and story-sharing we have developed (Kensington) 
Streetplay.  We’ve had regular performers drop out of the rehearsals because of life-related issues and 
the process was designed around the rotating door of participation.   Through the storefront we 
explored a variety of topics including: how the neighborhood views Kensington, how those outside of 
Kensington view Kensington, and how each person personally views Kensington.  We wanted to 
understand the current narrative, the imposed narrative, and ways to highlight what is really going on 
in the neighborhood on a day to day level.   

 
Our goal is to amplify the residents’ stories, and through various prompts and exercises, get a 

stronger sense of personal neighborhood dedication and ways we can continue to grow and foster 
their visions of Kensington.  Our focus wants to lean more towards the positivity of the neighborhood, 
from park clean-ups, to murals, to highlighting different creative and practical skills residents have to 
community activism meetings. Our strongest allies are those in the neighborhood and those in the city 
that are working in the space of erasing stigma and addressing the issues of substance and addiction. 
We are currently paired with Impact Services.   We currently align with Impact’s process of an 
empathetic trauma informed approach.  We are very concerned with the roots of addiction, the 
pre-written stigma, and finding ways to share perspectives to not only erase stigma but find solutions 
of breaking the cycle.  Through our process we established a space for creative expression, and ways 
to uncover deeper feelings as well as articulate future goals that may not be as visible at the moment. 
We open up our story sharing events to all audiences where we can listen to each other, learn from 
each other, and brainstorm together.  The conversations and work doesn’t end with the production. 
 
 
   



CAST BIOGRAPHIES: 
 
 
ASHLEY FLYNN-  Ashley is an artist who works out of her the Papermill studio in Kensington. She 
teaches art therapy practices at the Kensington Storefront, which focuses with trauma, and how 
trauma relates to addictive behaviors. 
 
THOMAS FRANKS- Tom is newer to the Kensington area.  He volunteers his time with Prevention Point, 
and the Kensington Storefront-where he supports the artists working with the residents of Kensington. 
 
PAUL GORMAN-  Paul is a regular 9to5 working guy and sometimes writer and thanks everyone making 
the time to see Streetplay. 
 
JOE MORRIS- Joe is the music guy.  Rock and roll.  Liaison to the Catholic church.  He studied Drama at 
Penn State and classically at the Walnut Street Theater.  His experience has been cathartic and 
therapeutic.   
 
DENNIS PAYNE- Dennis is Kensington through and through.  He is a community leader, liaison, and an 
advocate for Kensington.  He is the founder of Philadelphia Community Voices which you can find on 
Facebook and he is a writer, artist, photographer, and a filmmaker.   
 
DARLENE RAMAGE- Darlene has lived in the Kensington area for 13 years.  She has been in Philadelphia 
her whole life.  She has really enjoyed being a part of Streetplay.  She’s gotten to know some beautiful, 
nice, good people along the way.  She is thankful to be part of the change and hope. 
 
EDDIE RAMAGE- Eddie wants change for Kensington.  He sees such large potential.  He wants to be 
involved in the change of Kensington.  He believes we all have differences and come from different 
walks of life- but we have one thing in common- “the pursuit of happyness.”  He works odd jobs in order 
to pay rent and bills.   
 
MARILYN RODRIGUEZ-  Marilyn is an accomplished artist who has taught in Philadelphia for over thirty 
years, as well as a community activist who gives back to her community.  
 
 
KATHRYN WYLDE- Kat is a builder, artist, and nurturer.  She is a recent resident of Kensington. 
 
 
  



PRODUCTION TEAM BIOGRAPHIES 
 
DANI BRYANT (Lead Facilitator)- Dani Bryant is a playwright, educator, process facilitator and Drama 
Therapist in Training. Connect and find out more about her work at www.danibryant.com.  
 
MIKE DURKIN (Artistic Director, Lead Artist)- Mike is guided by the intersection between the art and 
everyday.  With his group, The Renegade Company he has created site-responsive social practice 
performances in the neighborhoods of Port Richmond, Kingsessing, South Philadelphia, North Broad, 
and Queen Village.  Mike is part of the 2017 MFA in Devised Performance class with Pig Iron Theatre 
Company/University of the Arts.  
 
JD FROST (Facilitator)- JD was raised at a German Opera house, JD has only been in Kensington for 8 
months and is here to listen to those who have been here much longer. JD has “run away with the 
Circus” twice already, coming to Philadelphia to direct, clown, dance, and live in the Carnival de 
Resistance after sailing and singing on the Amara Zee for two seasons with the  Caravan Stage 
Company. They have directed, devised, danced, traveled, sung, moved, whistled, dreamed, and 
collaborated. 
 
KELLY MAGUIRE (Assistant Stage Manager)- Kelly is excited to help out and be part of this experience. 
She recently finished her undergraduate degree at Temple University with a major in Theater and 
concentration in Acting.  This is her first Fringe production.  She hopes people come with an open mind 
and leave with a better understanding. 
 
LOGAN SCHULMAN (Dramaturg, Facilitator)- Logan is a dramaturg, director, designer, native 
Philadelphian, and sculptor. He has worked with the Harold Clurman Laboratory Theater Company, 
Headlong Performance Institute, ReVamp Collective, Shoe Box Collective, Bread and Puppet Theater, 
the Asolo Rep, and Performance Space New York, and now with The Renegade Company. Logan is still 
counting the lessons and blessings he’s personally gained through this experience, and is in awe at the 
artistry, dedication, and resolution he has witnessed in those Kensingtonians who have worked on this 
project over the last year: those who stayed, those who left, and those who have passed — “thank you 
for being with us.” 
 
ASHLYN TETREAULT (Stage Manager)- Ash has been in Philly for just over 3 years. She graduated from 
Temple University May 2018, where she studied Theater. Her main focus is in lighting design, but she 
often takes on stage management jobs because it's something she enjoys doing.  
 
JES VASQUEZ (Props Coordinator, Facilitator)- Jes is a writer, director, and producer of her own short 
comedies with a dedicated team.  Jes enjoys working art department, as well, which is what led her to 
the (Kensington) Streetplay as props master and production designer.  This is her first role in 
interactive theater, and it has been eye-opening!  Jes has also worked art department on commercial 
shoots, music videos, and narrative films.  You can follow her on Instagram and Facebook as ThisJes 
Films. 
 
ADAM VIDIKSIS (Sound Designer)- Adam is a composer, conductor, percussionist, improviser, and 
technologist based in Philadelphia whose music often explores social structures, science, and the 
intersection of humankind with the machines we build. His work is frequently commissioned and 
performed throughout North America, Europe, and China in recitals, festivals, and major academic 
conferences. Vidiksis is Assistant Professor of music technology and composition at Temple University, 
a performance and composition faculty at the SPLICE Institute, and a founding member of the 
Impermanent Society of Philadelphia. 
 
   

http://www.danibryant.com/


THE RENEGADE COMPANY 
The Renegade Company creates original community-generated theatrical works that celebrate, 
challenge, and deconstruct societal concerns.   Renegade productions are created and performed 
within different city neighborhoods and embraces the history, diversity, and resiliency.  Renegade 
productions pose the question: How do we find common ground?  Our works occupy the breadth that 
Philadelphia has to offer: they can take shape in coffee shops, apartments, bars, fields, swimming pools, 
laundromats, or churches. Renegade seeks to take the familiar works and bring them into present day, 
drawing on canonical memories and invigorating them with contemporary context.  Most recently we 
have created works at FDR Park in South Philadelphia, in a row-home in Point Breeze, at the First 
Presbyterian Church of Philadelphia, at the Barnes Foundation, at Mount Moriah Cemetery, and the 
Life Do Grow Farm.  Currently we will be creating a new work, (Kensington) Streetplay, a walking tour 
addressing residents coping with substance abuse and rewriting their narrative in the Kensington 
neighborhood of Philadelphia exploring the past-present-future. 
 
The Renegade Company is: Dani Bryant, Mike Durkin, Eric Preisendanz, and Adam Vidiksis 
 
 
SPECIAL THANKS 
Jonathan Arrieta, Patricia Codina, Rolando Sanchez, and Zoë Van Orsdol at Impact Services; Chief of 
SEPTA Transit Thomas J. Nestel, III; Matthew Lewandowski of Philadelphia Scenic Works; Georgina Baird; 
Mike Smith of St. Francis Inn; Emily Crane at the Kensington Storefront, Photos provided by 
Phillyhistory.org, Terrell Green 

 
 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
 

Website: 
www.therenegadecompany.org 

 
Twitter: 

RenegadeTheatr 
 

Facebook: 
The Renegade Company 

 
Instagram: 

@renegadetheatr 
 

Email 
therenegadecompany@gmail.com 

 

 
 

This production was created through a residency at The Space at Ryder Farm with the original 
ensemble: Lesley Berkowitz, Julius Ferraro, Paloma Irizarry, and Adam Vidiksis. 

 


